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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to import a portion of a relational database every day as files to HDFS, and generate
Java classes to Interact with your imported data. Which of the following tools should you use to
accomplish this?
A. Pig
B. Flume
C. Sqoop
D. fuse-dfs
E. Oozie
F. Hue
G. Hive
Answer: C
Explanation:
Sqoop ("SQL-to-Hadoop") is a straightforward command-line tool with the following
capabilities:
Imports individual tables or entire databases to files in HDFS Generates Java classes to allow
you to interact with your imported data
Provides the ability to import from SQL databases straight into your Hive data warehouse
Note:
Data Movement Between Hadoop and Relational Databases
Data can be moved between Hadoop and a relational database as a bulk data transfer, or
relational tables can be accessed from within a MapReduce map function.
Note:
*Cloudera's Distribution for Hadoop provides a bulk data transfer tool (i.e., Sqoop) that imports
individual tables or entire databases into HDFS files. The tool also generates Java classes that
support interaction with the imported data. Sqoop supports all relational databases over JDBC,
and Quest Software provides a connector (i.e., OraOop) that has been optimized for access to
data residing in Oracle databases.
Reference:http://log.medcl.net/item/2011/08/hadoop-and-mapreduce-big-data-analytics-

gartner/(Data Movement between hadoop and relational databases, second paragraph)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Please wait while the virtual machine loads. Once loaded, you may proceed to the lab section.
This may take a few minutes, and the wait time will not be deducted from your overall test
time.
When the Next button is available, click it to access the lad section. In this section, you will
perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as
it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to
external websites) will not be possible by design.
Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it
doesn't matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit
for that task.
Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must
complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should
manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other
sections of the exam in the time provided.
Please note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will
NOT be able to return to the lab.
You may now click next to proceed to the lab.

A user named [email&#160;protected] cannot modify the properties of the web app.
You need to ensure that [email&#160;protected] can modify the web app properties.
What should you do?
NOTE: To answer this question, sign in to the Azure portal and explore the Azure resource
groups.
A. Remove the resource lock from the resource group
B. Remove the resource lock from the web app
C. Modify the permissions on the resource group
D. Modify the permissions on the web app
Answer: B
Explanation:
As an administrator, you may need to lock a subscription, resource group, or resource to
prevent other users in your organization from accidentally deleting or modifying critical
resources.
Note: resource - A manageable item that is available through Azure. Virtual machines, storage
accounts, web apps, databases, and virtual networks are examples of resources.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/sv-se/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/lock-resources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify three capabilities of the Oracle Storage Cloud Software Appliance.

A. it is a gateway to the Oracle Storage Cloud Service having read and write performance
comparable to network-attached storage
B. it converts any server into an Oracle Storage Cloud Engineered System Appliance
C. it extends end-to-end security encryption and key management using Oracle Key Vault
D. it turns a server into a local mount to Oracle Storage Cloud Service, enabling file-based data
movement to the Oracle Storage Cloud
E. it enables synchronous file-based symmetric replication to Oracle Cloud
F. it provides security with end-to-end encryption with control of the keys and transparent
encryption
Answer: A,C,E
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